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Problematic

Injection molds are exposed to a high thermal cycle during their life cycle from
the molten point to room temperature. Thermal fatigue arising from thousands
of high thermal cycles is the major reason of molds’ failure. Therefor, thermal
management of the mold is a great of importance in mold’s durability,
consequently, productivity . After “fatigue life”, “Cooling time” of injected parts
stays in second line with more that 60% of lead time of a production that is
measured by the time required for cooling the hottest zones inside the mold. It
has been always a challenge to reduce cooling time by increasing the thermal
conductivity of mold. Conventionally, a cooling liquid is passed through hot spots
of the molds through straight drilled holes inside mold’s wall. This will work for
simple and symmetrical geometries , however for complex geometries , thick
and/or deep parts still there is a challenge for a successful molding.

Objectives

The main purpose of this project is to introduce an advanced type of cooling
channels to the molds to address the most challenging issues in molding industry
in Canada; improving durability of injection mold, reducing the cooling time of
injection process in order to increase the productivity, which plays the critical
role in manufacturing. This project is lunched by Considering the huge
investments this section here in Quebec.

Methodology

The input methodology is selective laser melting (SLM), a class of additive
manufacturing (AM), during which the laser melts the powder together, layer-by-
layer, until complete the shape(Figure 1). The major advantage of AM over the
other methods is possibility of manufacturing complex geometry with spiral/
profiled holes , that were not possible by subtractive manufacturing methods. So
far because of this limitations in subtractive methods, the cooling channels were
straight holes by drilling in mold’s wall. Thanks to AM technology, to overcomes
this limitation it is possible to manufacture molds with flexible cooling channels
and could make a considerable development in thermal management of molds.
Figure 2 shows the differences between conventional cooling channel and
conformal cooling channel (CCC).

Prototype

Initial step involves in finding hot zone of the mold by simulation injection
process with FEM modeling software, then design a CCC considering the part’s
geometry and manufacturing feasibility. In Final step, to save manufacturing
costs, The problematic area will be cut from the mold and will be replaced by
part containing designed and printed CCC; Figure 3.

Installation and start-up

In this competitive world, companies tend to put a considerable amount of
investment to improve their productivity. AM well-known as a revolution in
manufacturing industry and so far, proves its reliability in industrial applications.
There have been other successful reports of similar works in in industrial lines, so
the authors are confident enough that the Result of this project could
immediately be applied in the industry.

Results

The results will be confidentially and will be published in agreement of other
parties in international papers. Also, authors aims at publishing the initial results
in a chapter. However, this research has enough potential to be publish as a
patent to keep the right for involving institutions and organizations; UQAR,
Investissement Québec – CRIQ, Alliance Polymères Québec, Elfe Elfe Plastik.

Project cost

Dominant expenses of the project will be covered by collaborative parties as well
as UQAR, including starting material, 3D printing process, mechanical testing, and
preliminarily test of developed mold.

Project continuation

AM has been emerged in early decades and it is developing with astonishing
speed. However, yet there are some challenges with this promising method such
as limitation in material, high costs of machine and printing process, and low
speed of the process. hopefully, we will witness rapid development in this
technology that could benefits injection mold industry.
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Figure 2: Two designs for automotive oil filter housing, left) conventional cooling channel,  
right) conformal cooling channel a biomemitic design inspride by human body vessel

Figure 1: SLM process and equipments, a) schematic of the process, 
b) high quality SLM machine from EOS company available at UQAR 

Figure 3: An  example of wise, cost-effective modification of  a car door mold by replacing a part of the mold by 3D 
printed insert containing CCC.[1]


